QUAND L’ART PASSÉ À L’ACTION
ATSA | CAPACOA 2018

Welcome word | « DÉROULÉ » |

1-PRESENTATION ATSA - 15 min.

A relational practice in public spaces:
Global views, reflexions and watching vidéos of 2 specific projects

2-SPRINT WORKSHOP BASED ON WHILE HAVING SOUP !
30 min. Help yourself with your sheet !

3- COME BACK ON THE EXPERIENCE
12-15 m.

ATSA.QC.CA
THANK YOU !
ALLER SIMPLE

MONTRÉAL
CUISINE TA VILLE 2017

ATSA
#LETEMPSDUNESOUPE
An event which was hard to implant at a city level.
A place to connect with a fearful reality and break the silos,
live a social clash, demystify the other, talk about social inequity,
access to culture
Responding to a need...a feeling of involvement.
Art to feel, to dream, to think, to act, to connect...
ATTENTION: ZONE ÉPINEUSE
LES MURS DU FEU | WALLS OF FIRE
SE METTRE DANS L’EAU CHAUDE - 2013
2003-2010...ATTENTAT / ATTACK
A political bridge between the city and the countryside...
AMQUI, ANTICOSTI, BONAVVENTURE, BRÉBEUF, DESCHAILLONS, GASPE, ÎLE D’ORLÉANS, LA PRÉSENTATION, LANORAIE, MONTMAGNY L’ISLET, POINTE-SAINT-CHARLES, RIMOUSKI, RIVIÈRE-DU-LOUP, SAINT LIBOIRE, SAINT OMER, SAINTE-ROSE-DU-NORD, SAINT-FULGENCE, SUTTON
LE TEMPS D'UNE BRASSEE
BUANDERIE GRATUITE
LAVAGE A L'EAU FROIDE / SECHAGE SUR CORDE
TUMENTIA QUISQUILIAE MAGDALENE
The dismantling...and after...
Le temps d'une soupe
2017... - CUISINE TA VILLE
Recettes & Rendez-vous
Cuisine ta ville
ATSA.QC.CA
2-SPRINT WORKSHOP!
30 min.

1) 12 min.
- Sit with someone you don’t know well and discuss about Cultural citizenship:
  Is building human relations an art object? …
  Is it important people understand they are part of an art project?
  What are your views about cultural citizenship?
  What would you like to happen in your community?

2) 10 min.
- Based on your discussion, Write 1-2 questions
  A question to open the dialogue:
  about your preoccupations, interests, solutions, issues...

3) 8 min.
Annie and Irena will exchanging the questions
Comment and discuss the questions you just received.

4) 15 min.
Irena and Annie will lead a group discussion about what you’d like to share

THANK YOU!